The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2580
Can the Dark God represent them?

No way!

None of them expressed their opinions!

That means there is a real problem!

“Mr. X, do you know the truth?”

Lucifer asked.
“Since these two people did not express their views and allowed the dark god’s behavior! Then there is
only one possibility-they are afraid!”

“Not only the Garrison Clan Patriarch and Yizhi Grandmaster are afraid, even the Dark God is afraid!
They know the weird and terrifying of Sucking Gong Dafa. They know they are invincible and are likely to
be sucked up. Therefore, they have been unable to escape!”

Hearing this, Lucifer raised a question: “What about the actions of the Dark God? Sent Chen Kong.
Crystal, forbidden area No. 76 has been opened?”
Everyone looked over.

“There is only one reason-the dark god is actually cheating on Chen Kong! He is giving him a gift!”

“The energy contained in the crystal is terrifying, but everyone can draw very little! But the absorption
of power is different! It can be completely absorbed! The Dark God At this point, sending the crystal to
Chen Kong…

actually, there are two points…”

Everyone became more and more puzzled: “Then…the two points?”

“Point 1: Give Chen Kong such an important gift, and open the forbidden area No. 76, allowing him to
break through to the highest realm of Gong Dafa! Just based on this situation. Mind, how did Chen Kong
kill the Dark God three?” As

soon as Mr. X said this, the audience was in an uproar.

Yes!

Then I thought about it, this is the great kindness!

It is even said that Chen Kong’s cultivation to the first eight levels of Dharma Dafa is not as important as
the last step!

Dark God is great kindness to him.

At that time, Chen Kong was embarrassed to kill him, and he would also like to thank the Dark God.

A grievance can be easily resolved.

“Secondly, after absorbing energy, Chen Kong can easily break through to the highest realm! He was
promoted to the top of the gods list naturally! Overwhelming the three dark gods!

But the dark gods must not be ashamed…because Chen Kong was improved after being given crystal
energy by them… to be bigger, they made it with one hand. They pushed Chen Kong to the top of the
gods list with one hand…”

“I see! This is not the same as directly defeating him.” This way, you don’t need to do it! The Dark God
trio made him sit on the top of the god list, and the three of them naturally retreated to the second
place…”

Lucifer said immediately.

“Well, that’s it!”

“This is a strategy devised by the Dark God… It resolved a battle and saved the lives of the three! It also
made the three of them famous! What a resourceful!”

Mr. X sneered: “Believe it or not, the three dark gods will still not appear after three days!”

“Believe! It must be so!”

Everyone nodded.

